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Active Management Service (AMS) Shares 

Our Investment Process 

Our Active Management Service (AMS) Shares 
portfolios have been designed specifically for our clients, 
using portfolio recommendations received from research 
provided by Ian Wenham, Managing Director, Peak 
Investment Partners.  
 
The FMD Investment Committee meets regularly to 
discuss the AMS Shares portfolios and make 
recommendations to retain, replace or add additional 
stocks. There are three models that are maintained: 
 

AMS Shares – Concentrated Portfolio 

This portfolio is best described as a ‘blue chip’ portfolio 
which includes income, growth and value stocks, 
offering a degree of earnings certainty, a positive growth 
profile over the medium term and a level of secure 
dividend income. It typically holds fewer companies than 
the other two models. 
 
This portfolio is suitable for both seasoned investors and 
investors who are new to the market. 
 

AMS Shares – Growth Portfolio  

This portfolio favours stocks offering an enhanced level 
of earnings growth driven by strong return on equity, 
sectoral dynamics or competitive advantage. 
 
This portfolio is suitable for investors with a higher 
investment risk profile and/ or longer time horizon, 
seeking strong capital growth over the longer term and a 
lower level of income. Investors should expect 
potentially higher volatility in returns over time, while 
dividends may not be fully (or even partially) franked. 
 

AMS Shares – Income Portfolio 

This portfolio favours stocks offering a degree of both 
earnings and dividend income certainty, with a bias 
towards a higher stream of tax effective dividend 
income. 
 
 
 

 
This portfolio is suitable for investors with a more 
moderate investment risk profile and who are seeking a 
more stable, franked income steam with some capital 
growth over the long term. Investors should expect 
volatility in returns over time given the equity nature of 
the model. 
 

Active Management Portfolio 

AMS Shares provides you with active management of 
your direct share portfolio: 

Ease of portfolio implementation & administration 

AMS Shares is implemented via the Authority to Operate 
from within your Asgard Account. This allows FMD, as 
your financial adviser, to implement changes and 
alternations to your stock portfolio without having to first 
seek your written consent. 

Monthly Newsletters 

You will receive a monthly newsletter updating you on 
the performance and outlook for your AMS Shares 
portfolios: 
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Active Management Service (AMS) Shares (continued) 

Automatic Stock Changes 

Where a change is recommended, you will receive an e-

mail outlining the change to your portfolio, together with 

our FMD Investment Committee’s basis for making the 

change and research reports for any new stocks.  At the 

same time, FMD automatically implements the changes 

to your portfolio. 

Portfolio Approach 

The AMS Shares portfolios are managed using the 
following approach: 

 Low Turnover:  FMD endeavours to minimise stock 
turnover in the portfolios and will purchase securities 
based on their longer-term outlook.  As a guide, FMD 
will be targeting turnover rates of less than 20% per 
annum. However, various circumstances may see 
this benchmark exceeded from time to time. 

 

 Trading Strategies:  Short-term trading strategies 
(for example, profit taking) will not be employed. 

 

 Benchmark:  The AMS Shares portfolios aim to 
outperform the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index 
over a 3 year and above time frame.  Portfolios may 
include a small number of stocks outside of the top 
200.  Listed property will generally be excluded from 
the portfolios. 

 

 Fully Invested:  The AMS Shares portfolios will not 
execute any tactical asset allocation strategies, for 
example, they will remain fully invested in Australian 
equities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Portfolio Manager – Ian Wenham (Peak 

Investment Partners). 

Peak Investment Partners is an independent portfolio 

management company, managed and owned by its three 

directors: Ian Wenham, Richard Nicholas and Andrew 

Martin. The portfolio management team at Peak Investment 

Partners each have over 25 years’ experience in research 

and funds management, holding senior positions with 

leading global investment banks in Australia, Hong Kong, 

New York and London. 

The Portfolio Manager for FMD’s AMS Shares portfolios is 

Ian Wenham.  Ian is the Managing Director at Peak 

Investment Partners and has extensive experience in 

equity research, investment strategy and portfolio 

management.   

Ian provides advice in the following areas: 

 The attractiveness of specific share floats; 

 The most appropriate response to corporate 

actions such as takeover offers, placements and 

rights issues; and 

 Advice on the best source of input or advice on 

establishing new direct share portfolios. 

Ian began his career as an equity analyst with Meares 

and Philips in 1980, progressing to become Research 

Manager (Industrials) of BZW Meares following the 

company merger. He then worked as Regional 

Research Director with BZW Asia, responsible for equity 

research in ten countries. He also sat on the Executive 

Committee for Equities. Following on from BZW, Ian was 

Director of Asian Research at Lehman Brothers Asia, 

where he chaired the Investment Policy Committee and 

was the firm’s Supervisory Analyst for the Asia Pacific 

Region. Ian spent the two years prior to joining Peak 

Investment Partners managing strategic global equity 

investments for the Lowy family private fund. He is an 

Associate of, and holds a Diploma in Finance from The 

Securities Institute of Australia. Ian also has an MBA 

from the University of New South Wales and a BA from 

the University of Adelaide. 

 


